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5. 设计了液压控制系统的控制电路，选择了 C8051F020 芯片作为控制系统
的 CPU，并对控制电路进行调试。  
6. 设计出液压无卡轴旋切机的自动控制系统的软件系统。 
 
















With the developing of the world economy, particularly the developing of 
construction, decoration, and the packaging industry, the whole world demand for 
timber is rapidly growing. However, the growth rate of the forest can not catch up the 
requirements. Therefore, how to make full use of these limited timber resources is an 
important core project for us.  
The veneer lathe is a good green processing and manufacturing machine, which 
can make full use of timber. At present, in the veneer lathes used on the production 
line, the mechanical log-core veneer lathes are taken up the great deal of markets. 
However, the veneer lathe has structural weaknesses which are difficult to overcome: 
Guide screw can easily wear in working, big noise, short lifetime of guide screw, the 
power consumption is large, etc. Hence a veneer lathe is urgent needed to replace the 
mechanical log-core veneer lathe driven by guide screw. The hydraulic veneer lathe 
use cylinder instead of screw agencies, the friction is small; low noise and power 
consumption. Based on the advantage of the hydraulic veneer lathe, a noval of 
hydraulic veneer lathe with proportional flow control is designed in this thesis. 
An automatic control system of hydraulic log-core veneer lathe based on 
C8051F020 is studied in this thesis. C8051F020 chip is used to control the hydraulic 
system feeding. The displacement sensor is used to measure the diameter of the round 
log. The electro-hydraulic proportational control technology has been used in the 
Log-core veneer Lathe; the precision of the working veneer, the working efficiency 
and the lifetime of the Log-core veneer Lathe can be highly improved. Driven by 
hydraulic cylinders instead of by guide screws, the lifetime of the log-core veneer 
lathe is longer, the noises are lower, the precision is higher; and the working condition 
is also improved.  
The main research is summarized as followed:   
1. The mathematical model between the cutter-carriage feeding speed and the 














time formula is also derived. 
2. Moving locus model of invariable-speed peeling is also founded; precision 
calculating formula of invariable-speed peeling is deduced. In the same time, 
the simplification cutting-speed formula is also derived. 
3. The hydraulic system of the veener lathe is designed. 
4. Components of control system are analyzed, and the transfer function, 
mathematical model of control system is founded and simulitaed. 
5. The control circuit boards are designed. The hardware of control system is 
designed based on C8051F020 chip, and the circuit boards are welded. The 
author debugs on the circuit boards, and it has achieved the expected goals. 
6. The software design of control system is compiled. 
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多万 3M ，木材的综合利用率仅为60 %左右，与有些国家相比差距很大，世界发
达国家木材利用率一般均在80%以上，有的国家如瑞典可达90 %以上。据有关专
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